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Abstract 

The comparison of the asymptotic rates of convergence of two iteration matrices in- 
duced by two splittings of the same matrix has arisen in the works of many authors. In 
this paper we derive new comparison theorems for weak nonnegative splittings and 
weak splittings of bounded operators in a general Banach space and rather general 
cones, and in a Hilbert space, which extend some of the results obtained by Woinicki 
(Japan J. Indust. Appl. Math. 1 l(1994) 289-342) and Marek and Szyld (Numer. Math. 
44(1984) 23-35). Furthermore, we present new theorems also for bounded operator 
which extend some results by Csordas and Varga (Numer. Math. 44. (1984) 23-35) 
for weak nonnegative splittings of matrices. 0 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights re- 
served. 

Keywords: Bounded operator; Nonnegative operator; Weak nonnegative splitting: Comparison 
conditions; Property “d” 

1. Introduction 

Consider the linear system 

Ax = 6. (1) 
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For the iterative solution of system (1) it is customary to represent the operator 
A as 

A=M-N. 

If M is a nonsingular operator, the iterative method is expressed in the form 

XI~tll = M-‘Nx’“’ +Mlb, k > 0. (2) 

As is well known. the above iterative scheme converges to the unique solution 
x = A-‘/J of system (1) for each initial vector x(“), if and only if p(M-‘N) < 1, 
where p(M-‘N) is the spectral radius of the itemtion operutor IW’N. Also, the 
asymptotic rate of convergence of the iterative scheme (2) depends on 
p(M-‘N), see, for example, [3.17] or [20] for matrices and [4] for bounded op- 
erators. Therefore, the spectral radius of the iteration operator plays an impor- 
tant role in the comparison of the speed of convergence of different iterative 
methods. 

The theory of nonnegative splittings, apart from being a useful tool in con- 
vergence analysis for the iterative scheme (2), also provides us with some ex- 
tremely interesting comparison results. They also appear as a generalization 
of well known comparison theorems introduced by Varga [ 171 for regular split- 
tings, as well as the lesser known ones introduced by Woinicki in his unpub- 
lished dissertation (1973) although these results are being cited by Csordas 
and Varga [5]. 

In recent years, comparison results for splittings of matrices have been stud- 
ied by different authors such as Csordas and Varga [5], Elsner [6], Mangasarian 
[9], Miller and Neumann [l 11, Song [ 15,161 and Woinicki [ 181, among others. On 
the other hand, Marek and Szyld [IO] extend the classical comparison theorems 
for regular splittings of Varga and Woinicki to general Banach spaces and 
rather general cones. Our contribution to the problem extends their approach 
also for general Banach spaces and rather general cones, using the classification 
introduced by Woinicki [ 181 for nonnegative splittings of matrices as well as the 
correction and extension for bounded operators of the results in which Woinicki 
([18], Theorems 3.13 and 3.14) introduces new conditions, which have been 
proved to be false (see Theorems 8 and 10 and Examples 3 and 4). 

The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we present some defini- 
tions and technical results that are necessary in the next sections. In Section 3 
we give some comparison theorems for weak nonnegative splittings (see Defini- 
tion 1) of the first or the second type. We also point out the existence of an incor- 
rect condition elsewhere in Woinicki [ 181 (Section 3. l), and deduce some 
comparison results for weak splittings (Section 3.2). Finally, in Section 4 we es- 
tablish some of the relations existing between the conditions studied in Section 3. 

Forthcoming we will present some results that extend the results of Song [ 161 
for weak splittings of the second type, and we will pose some generalizations 
from the results provided by Miller and Neumann [I 11. 
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2. Definitions and theoretical background 

Throughout the paper IE denotes a real Banach space, E’ its dual and .+9(E) 
the space of all bounded linear operators mapping E into itself. We do not spec- 
ify the norms of these spaces, writting ]I jl in each case. If the norm is defined 
by llxll = ((x,x))‘I’~ where (., .) . IS an inner product, then E is called a Hilbert 
space (see Dunford and Schwartz 121 I). 

We assume that E is generated by a normal cone K; that is, using the nota- 
tion of Marek and Szyld [lo], E = K - K where K has the following properties: 
(1) K+K=K, 
(2) aK c K for a 3 0, 
(3) K n (-K) = {0}, 
(4) ?? = K where ?? denotes the norm-clausure of K, 
(5) for x.y E K there exists z > 0 such that ]Ix + y]l > r/]x]l. 

Let K’ = {JJ’ E E’ : y’(x) > 0 for all x E K}, it is easy to see that K’ is a nor- 
mal cone generating E’. 

If T is an element of .8(E) the adjoint element of T, denoted by T’, is an ele- 
ment of ./A( E’) such that (T’y’) (x) = J;( T(x)) = (y/T) (x) where x in E and y’ in E’; 
that is T’y’ = y’r. Also, an element T of .8(E) is nonsingular if there exists an un- 
ique element T-i of .8(E), called the inverse of T, such that TT-’ = T-‘T = I, 
where I dentoes the identity operator. If in addition E is a Hilbert space, then 
T’ E .dQE) for all 7’ E .4?(E) (see Dunford and Schwartz [21]). 

Let K be the interior of K. An operator T in .8(E) is called K-nonnegative 
(respectively, K-positive) iif TK C: K (respectively, T(K\{O}) C K) and we den- 
toe it by T 3 0 (respectively, T > 0). Similarly, for T and S in .8(E), we denote 
T - S 3 0 (respectively, T - S > 0) by T > S (respectively, T > S). A vector x 
in IE is called K-nonnegative (respectively, K-positive) if x in K (respectively, x in 
K). We denote it by x 3 0 (respectively, x > 0). Furthermore, if T 3 0 then 
T’ 2 0 and conversely, if T’ 3 0 then T 3 0 (see Krem and Rutman [7]). Marek 
and Szyld [lo] use the concept of d-interior 

Kd = {x E K : V’(X) > 0 for all y’ E K’.J’ # 0} 

as a replacement of K. However, if K # 0, then K = K” (see Krein and Rut- 
man [7]). 

In this paper we will say that the operator T is K-irreducible, for simplicity 
irreducible, if for each nonzero vecotr x 3 0, there exists a natural number 
nz = m(x) such that T”‘x > 0. We say that the operator T in #d(E) has the prop- 
erty of “d” if there exist x E K and ,v’ E K’ such that TX = p(T) and 
T’J~ = p(T)_v’. This is a a little modification of the same concept introduced 
by Marek and Syzld [lo]. 

When we consider the particular case [E = II%“, then &(I?) is the space of all 
n x IZ real matrices. Moreover, T’ is the transpose matrix of T, Kd coincides 
with the interior of K and all operator have the property “d”. If in addition 
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K = iw:, that is, the set of all vectors with nonnegative entries, then T >, 0 (re- 
spectively, T > 0) denotes a matrix with nonnegative (respectively, positive) en- 
tries. This particular case will be considered in all examples of this paper. For 
this case, we can consider inequalities like that A 6 BT where BT is the transpose 
matrix B. However, if A and B are operators, we cannnot consider the inequal- 
ity A <B’ unless [E is a Hilbert adjoint operators, we will assume the [E is a Hil- 
bert space, in the other cases [E will be a Banach space. 

Finally in all that follows we will use the following results without any ex- 
plicit reference to them (see for example [7,4]): if A, B E 2(E) then 
(AB)’ = PA’, p(AB) = p(BA), p(A’) = p(A) and if A > 0 then A is irreduc- 
ible. This results for finite dimensional case are well known (see for example 

~7,201). 

Definition 1. Let A be a bounded operator. The representation 

A=M-N 

is called a splitting of A if M is a nonsingular operator. 
In addition, the splitting is 

?? convergent if the iteration operator Mp’N is convergent; that is, if 
p(M-‘N) < 1, 

?? regular if M-’ > 0, and N > 0; 
?? nonnegative if Mm’ 3 0, M-‘N 3 0, and NM-’ 3 0; 
?? weak nonnegative of theJirst type if M-’ > 0 and M-IN 3 0, weak nonnega- 

tive of the second type if Mp’ > 0 and NM- > 0; 
?? weak of the jrst type if Mm’N > 0, weak of the second type if NM-’ 3 0. 

The different types of splittings introduced in Definition 1 have been defined 
by Woinicki [18] for matrices. However, not all the authors use the same clas- 
sification. The definition of nonnegative splitting given is the same as the def- 
inition of weak regular splitting by Ortega and Rheinboldt [14] although other 
authors, such as Amedjoe [l], Beauwens [2], Berman and Plemmons [3], Elsner 
[6], Neumann and Plemmons [12], and O’Leary and White [13] consider weak 
regular splittings as weak nonnegative splittings of the first type and nonnega- 
tive splittings as weak splittings of the first type. Marek and Szyld [lo] also use 
weak regular splittings as weak nonnegative splittings of the first type, and 
weak splittings as weak splittings of the first type. 

The necessity to distinguish between splittings of the first type and the sec- 
ond type is motivated by the fact that there exist convergent splittings that are 
of the second type but not of the first type, and therefore, using the known re- 
sults for splittings of the first type we cannot ensure the convergence of the 
splitting. In Example 2 we give two weak nonnegative splittings of the second 
type that are not weak nonnegative splittings of the first type, ensuring now the 
convergence of both splittings by Remark 1. 
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In this paper we will use only weak nonnegative splittings and weak split- 
tings both of the first and second type. As a consequence of Theorem 1, all 
the results of the paper hold for regular and nonnegative splittings. 

Theorem 1. Let A be a nonsingular operator in a Banach space. Any regular 
splitting of A is a nonnegative splitting of A. Any nonnegative splitting of A is a 
weak nonnegative splitting of the first and second type of A. Any weak 
nonnegative splitting of the first (respectively, second) type of A is a weak 
splitting of the$rst (respectively, second) type of A. The converses are not true. 

This theorem is a generalization of Corollaries 3.1 and 6.1 of Woinicki [ 181 
for a general real Banach space. 

In the following lemma we present some results of Marek and Szyld [lo], 
that we will use frequently in all that follows. 

Lemma 1. (i) (Corollary 3.2 of [lo]) Let T 3 0, and let x 3 0 be such that 
TX - rx > 0. Then CI < p(T). Moreover, if’T has property “d” and TX - cxx > 0, 
then LX < p(T). 

(ii) (Lemma 3.3 of [lo]) Let T b 0 having property “d”, and let x > 0 he such 
that xx - TX > 0. Then p(T) < CC Moreover, zf ctx - TX > 0 then p(T) < M. 

The convergence theorems that we will see in this section, within the theory of 
nonnegative splittings, include some results of Berman and Plemmons ([3], The- 
orem 7.5.2), Song ([ 1.51, Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2), and Woinicki ([18], Theorems 3.2 
and 6.1) as particular cases. As in the case of all the results in the theory of non- 
negative splittings, these results can be seen as a generalization of the conver- 
gence theorems for regular splittings of matrices introduced by Varga [17]. 

Theorem 2. Let A he a nonsingular operator in a Banach space and let 
A = M - N he a weak splitting of the first type with M-‘N and A-‘N having 
property “d”. The following conditions are equivalent. 

(i) A-‘M 3 0. 
(ii) p(M-‘N) = (p(A-‘M) - l)/p(A-‘M). 
(iii) p(M-‘N) = p(NW’) < 1. 
(iv) (I - AC’N))’ 2 0. 
(v) A-IN > 0. 
(vi) A-‘N 3 M-IN. 
(vii) p(M-‘N) = p(A-‘N)/( 1 + p(A-‘IV)). 

Proof. (i) + (ii): Since A-‘M 3 0, for the eigenvalue p(A-‘M) # 0 there exists 
an eigenvector x 3 0 (see [7]) such that 

A-‘Mx = p(A-‘M)x. 



Now from A = M -N we have that 

AK’N = (Am’M)m’(Am’M - I) 

and therefore 

M-,Nx _ PW’M) - 1 
p(A-‘M) x’ 

and by part (i) of Lemma 1, 

p(A-‘M) - 1 

IW’M) 
< p(W’N). 

(3) 

(4) 

On the other hand, since IW’N 3 0, for the eigenvalue p(M-‘N) there exists an 
eigenvector y 3 0 such that 

W’Ny = p(M-‘N)y. 

Now, by Eq. (3) we have that 

/@-‘N)y = (A-‘M)-‘(A-‘k’ - Z)y 

and then by part (i) of Lemma 1, 

p(M-lN) < PW’W - 1 
’ p(A-‘M) . (5) 

Hence from inequalities (4) and (5) we obtain (ii). 
(ii) + (iii): Obvious. 
(iii) + (iv): Since W’N > 0, if p(M-‘N) < 1, by Problem 12.M of Brown 

and Pearcy [4] we have that 

(I - M-IN)-’ = I + AK’N + (M-‘N)’ + . . 3 0. 

(iv) + (v): From A = M - N we have that 

A-IN = (M - N)-‘MM-IN = (I - M-IN)-k’N 3 0 

because (I - M-IN)-’ 2 0 and Mp’N 3 0. 
(v) ti (vi): From A = M - N we have that 

A-‘N = M-IN + Am’NM-‘N. 

hence 

Am’N - Mm’N = A-‘NM-‘N 3 0, 

because A-IN >, 0 and Mm’N 3 0. 

The converse is trivial. 
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(v) + (vii): Similar to (i) + (ii) using IW’N = (I + Am’N)-‘AmiN instead of 

Eq. (3). 
(v) + (i): From M = A + N we have that 

A-‘M = I + Am’N 3 0, 

because it is a sum of nonnegative operators. 
(vii) + (iii): Obvious. 0 

Remark 1. The above theorem also holds if we replace “first type” by “second 
type” and operators A-‘M, M-‘N and A-‘N by MA-‘, NM-’ and NAP’, 
respectively. 

Mangasarian [9], and Berman and Plemmons [3] establish a sufficient condi- 
tion for a splitting of a matrix to be convergent. As a consequence of Theorem 
2 and Remark 1, we establish sufficient conditions (see Corollary 1) for a split- 
ting to be convergent, obtaining the result of Mangasarian ([9], Theorem 2) 
and Berman and Plemmons ([3], Corollary 7.5.4) as a particular case. Previous 
to this discussion, we will give a technical lemma in which a series of equiva- 
lences appear, enabling us to simplify the proof of this result. 

Lemma 2. Let A he a nonsingular operator in u Banctch spuce and let A = M - N 
he u splitting. 

(i) The follo,%+ng conditions are equivalent 
(I) A’y’ 3 0 implies N’y’ 3 0. 
(2) A-‘N 2 0. 

(ii) The ftillou?ng conditions ure equivalent 
(I) Ay30 implies Ny>O. 
(2) NA-’ 3 0. 

Proof. (i) Let x’ = A’y’, then (A’)-‘x’ = y’, so we can write condition (i) (1) as 

x’ > 0 implies N’(A’)-‘x’ > 0. 

So (A-IN)’ = N’(A’)-’ 3 0 and then, A-IN 3 0. 
Conversely, if A-IN 3 0 then N’(A’)-’ = (A-IN)’ 3 0. Furthermore, if 

x’ = A’y’ 3 0, we have that 

N’y’ = N’(A’)--IX’ > 0. 

(ii) Let x = Ay, then A-‘x = y, so we can write condition (ii) (1) as 

x 3 0 implies NA-‘x 3 0. 

Then, NA-’ 3 0. 
Conversely, if NA-’ 3 0 and x = Ay 3 0, we have that 
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Ny = NA-‘x 3 0. 0 

Remark 2. The above lemma holds if we replace N by M in parts (i) and (ii). 
Also holds if we replace A by M. 

Now, as an immediate consequence of Lemma 2, Theorem 2, and Remarks 1 
and 2 we obtain the following result. 

Corollary 1. Let A be a nonsingular operator in a Banach space and let 
A = M - N be a splitting. 

(i) Assume that AF’N and A-‘N have property “d”. If some of the,following 
conditions hold. 

I. A’y’ > 0 implies N’y’ 2 0, and M’y’ > 0 implies N’y’ > 0 (see [IO], 
Theorem 2 or [3]. Corollary 7.5.4for,finite dimensional case), 

2. A’y’ 3 0 implies M’y’ > 0, and M’y’ > 0 implies N’y’ > 0, then 
p(M-IN) < 1. 

(ii) Assume that NM-’ and NA-’ have property “d”. If some of the jbllowing 
conditions hold. 

I. Ay 3 0 implies Ny 3 0, and My > 0 implies Ny > 0, 
2. Ay > 0 implies My 3 0, and My 3 0 implies Ny 3 0, then 

p(M-‘N) < 1. 

The converses of the previous corollary are not satisfied as is shown in the 
following example; that is, from p(M-‘N) < 1 none of conditions 1 and 2 of 
parts (i) and (ii) of Corollary 1 can be deduced. 

Example 1. Consider the nonsingular matrix 

[ 

3 0 $ 

A= 0 $ 1 1 ! 

0 0 i 

and the splitting A = A4 - N, where 

[ 

I z -1 0 

M= 1 4 1 1 . 

0 0 ; 

Then p(M-‘N) M g < 1. However, none of the conditions (1) and (2) of parts 
(i) and (ii) of Corollary 1 hold (see Lemma 2 and Remark 2 for the correspond- 
ing equivalences in conditions (1) and (2) of parts (i) and (ii) of Corollary 1). 
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Furthermore, we present results that are analogous to Theorem 2 and Re- 
mark 1 for the case where the splitting is weak nonnegative of the first type 
and weak nonnegative of the second type, respectively. 

Theorem 3. Let A be a nonsingular operator in a Banach space and let 
A = M - N he a weak nonnegative splitting of the$rst type, with the operators 
M-‘N and A-‘N having property “d”. The following conditions are equivalent. 

(i) A-’ 3 0. 
(ii) A-’ 3 MP’. 
(iii) A-‘M 3 0. 
(iv) p(M-‘N) = (p(A-‘M) - l)/p(Am’M). 
(v) p(M-‘N) = ,o(NM-‘) < 1. 
(vi) (I -M-IN)-’ 3 0. 
(vii) A-IN 2 0. 
(viii) A-IN > M-IN 
(ix) p(M-‘N) = p(.4-‘N)/(l + p(A-‘N)). 

Proof. By Theorems 1 and 2, conditions (iii)-(ix) are equivalent. Therefore, we 
only need to prove, for example, that (i) H (ii), (i) + (v), and that (vi) -+ (i). 

(i) H (ii): From M = A + N it follows that 

M-’ = A-‘(1 + NA-‘)-I. 

Multiplying both sides of the above equality on the right by I + NA-‘, we ob- 
tain that 

A-’ -M-l = M-‘NA-’ 3 0 

because M-‘N 2 0 and A-’ 2 0. 
The converse is trivial because MP’ 3 0. 
(i) -+ (v): Let 7’ = M-IN, for m = 0, 1,2,. . we have that 

I - 7-m+’ = cri(l - T). 
j=O 

Since I- T = M-IA. it follows that 

111 

c TjM-’ zz (1 _ T”+‘)Am <A-‘, 
/=o 

For a vector x > 0 it follows that M-lx > 0 and A-lx > 0. 
Let X; 3 0 such that xbr = T’xb = p(T)&. Then 

m m 
x$C'x 3 x~CT~M-‘X = c(p(T))‘whM-‘x. 

j=O j=O 
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Assume that p(T) 3 1, then 

x’A_‘x(’ mfl for p(T) = 1, 

X’Ak’X(] 
3 (pfTj)“‘-‘-I 

,‘( T)m- I for p(T) > 1, 

which is a contradiction, then P(T) < 1. 
(vi) --f (i): From A = M - N it follows that 

A-’ = (M - N)-‘MM-’ = (I - Mm’N)-‘/$m’ 2 0. 

since (I - M-IN)-’ > 0 and Mm’ 3 0. 0 

Remark 3. The above theorem also holds if we replace “first type” by “second 
type” and operators A-‘M, M-‘N and A-‘N by MA-‘, NM-’ and NA-‘, 
respectively. 

3. Comparison theorems 

Evidently, when solving the system (1) using the iterative scheme (2) it must 
be ensured that the splitting under analysis is convergent. However, once this 
convergence is ensured, it is extremely important that it be obtained with the 
desired precision with the less number of iterations; that is, with the greatest 
possible speed. Therefore, our aim in this section will be to compare the speed 
of convergence of two different (and evidently convergent) splittings of the 
same operator A. In order to do this, it will be necessary to compare the spec- 
tral radii of the respective iteration operators. 

The next lemma (whose proof is immediate) together with its remark will al- 
low us, by some of the comparison theorems which we will see later, to estab- 
lish (as an immediate consequence) some interesting results. 

Remark 4. The above lemma also holds if we replace “Banach space” by 
“Hilbert space”, M? by A4$, and Nz by Ni in parts (i)-(iv), and in addition we 
assume that A’ = A. 
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This section is further divided into two subsections. In the first subsection, 
the comparison theorems for weak nonnegative splittings, and in the second, 
the comparison theorems for weak splittings, are presented. 

3. I. Weak nonnegutivr splittings 

Firstly, let us go over one of the first comparison results introduced by Va- 
rga [17] for regular splittings of matrices. 

Theorem 4 (Theorem 3.15 of [17]). Let A he ~1 nonsingulur mutrix with A-’ > 0 
lmd let A = MI - N, = MI - Nz be t,zw regular splittings of A. Ij 

N, GNz> N, # Nz. 

then 

p(M,‘N,) < p(M,-‘Nz) < 1. 

If instead of considering regular splittings we consider weak nonnegative 
splittings of the same type, the previous result no longer holds as we show in 
the following example. 

Example 2. Let 

it follows then that A-’ > 0. Consider the splittings ,4 = M, - Ni = M2 - N2 
where 

N, = 
11 -7 

and N2 = 
[ 1 -9 y 

Both splittings are weak nonnegative of the second type, but not of the first 
type. Furthermore, Ni < N2 and Ni # Nz, but 

p(M,‘N,) = ; = p(~&-‘&). 

Observe that both splittings are convergent. 

However, we can establish the following result for weak nonnegative split- 
tings of the same or different types for bounded operators, similar to Theorem 
3.5 of Marek and Szyld [lo] for regular and weak nonnegative splittings of the 
first type, but we require that N2 - Ni maps the entire cone K into itself; that is 
N, < Nz. 
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Theorem 5. Let A be a nonsingular operator in a Banach space with A-’ > 0. Let 
A = M’ -N’ = M2 - N2 be two weak nonnegative splittings of the same or 
direrent type. For i = 1.2, assume that M;‘N, and A-‘Ni have the property “d” 
when A = M, - Ni is of the jirst type; however, assume that NiMi-’ and NiA-’ 
have the property “d” when A = Mi - Ni is of the second type. If 

N < J’J2, 

then 

p(M,-‘N) < p(M;‘N2) < 1. 

Moreover, if A-' > 0 and 

N’ < N2, 

then 

p(M,‘N,) < p(M,-‘Nz) < 1. 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

Proof. By Theorem 3 and Remark 3, both splittings, either of the same or 
different types, are convergent. 

Suppose that A = Ml - N’ is of the first type. Since A-’ > 0, from inequality 
(6) and part (vii) of Theorem 3, we have that 

0 <A-IN, < Am’N2. (10) 

For the eigenvalue p(A-‘N’) there exists an eigenvector x 3 0 such that 
A-‘Nlx = p(A-‘N’)x, then from inequality (10) we have that 

A-‘N2x - p(A-‘N,)x 2 0, 

so by part (i) of Lemma I 

p(A-‘N’) < p(A~‘&). (11) 

If A = M2 - Nz is also of the first type, from (1 l), part (ix) of Theorem 3 and 
the monotonicity of the function CC/(U. + l), inequality (7) follows. On the other 
hand, if A = M2 - N2 is of the second type, then inequality (11) is equivalent to 

p(A-‘N,) < p(N&). (12) 

So, from part (ix) of Theorem 3 and from Remark 3 (really, from parts (ix) and 
(v) of Theorem 3 together with the changes proposed in Remark 3) inequality 
(7) follows. 

Next, if A = M’ - Nl is of the second type, by a similar argument using 

O<N,A-’ <N2A-’ 

instead of inequality (lo), inequality (7) follows. 
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If A-’ > 0, and A = MI - N1 is of the first type, from inequality (8) and part 
(vii) of Theorem 3 we have that 

0 6 A-IN, < Am’N2, (13) 

so A-’ Nz is irreducible. Then, see [7], there exists a vector y > 0 for the eigen- 
value p(A-‘N2) > 0 such that A-‘NzJ, = p(A-‘Nz)y. Therefore, from inequality 
(13) we have that 

p(A-‘N2)y - A-‘N,y > 0, 

and then by part (ii) of Lemma 1 we obtain that 

p(A-‘N,) < p(A-‘Ns). (14) 

Now, as in the previous part, using (14) instead of (12), inequality (9) follows. 
On the other hand, if A = M’ - Nl is of the second type, by a similar argument 
using 

0 < NIAP’ < NzA-’ 

instead of inequality (13), inequality (9) follows. 0 

The first part of the previous theorem was established, for weak nonnegative 
splittings of matrices of the same type by Woinicki ([18], Theorem 3.4). As an 
immediate consequence of parts (i) and (ii) of Lemma 3, Theorem 5 also holds 
if we replace inequalities (6) and (8) by MI < Mz and Ml < I&, respectively. 

The following theorem was introduced by Csordas and Varga [5] for regular 
splittings of matrices and later Woinicki [18] proved that they still hold for 
weak nonnegative splittings of matrices of different types. Now we extend it 
for bounded operators. 

Theorem 6. Let A be a nonsingular operator in a Banach space with A-’ > 0 and 
let A = M’ - N’ = M2 - N2 be two weak nonnegative splittings of diflerent types. 
For i = 1,2, assume that M;‘N; and A-IN; have the property “d” when 
A = Mi - Ni is of the first type; however, assume that NiMi-’ and NiA-’ have the 
property “d” when A = M; - Ni is of the second type. If 

A-‘N,A-’ < AP’N2AP’, (15) 

then inequality (7) holds. 
Moreover, if A-’ > 0 and 

A-‘N’A-’ < A-INzAP’, (16) 

then inequality (9) holds. 

Proof. Since A-’ 2 0, by Theorem 3 and Remark 3 both splittings are 
convergent. Suppose that A = M’ - N’ is of the first type, then by Theorem 3 
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and Remark 3 we have that A-IN’ 3 0 and NzA-’ >, 0. Now for the eigenvalue 
p(A-‘iv”) there exists an eigenvector x’, > 0 such that 

x’,APINl = (A-IN, )‘x; = ()(A-‘N,)x’, (17) 

Hence, from inequality (15) we have that 

p(Am’N,)x’@ < x’&‘N>A-‘. 

Now considering y’, = x”A-’ 3 0 we can write the above inequality as 

p(Ap’N,)y’, Q@‘~A-‘, 

so by part (i) of Lemma 1 we have that 

P(A~‘N,) < ~(NIA-‘), 

then using this inequality instead of inequality (12) inequality (7) follows in a 
similar way. 

If A = M’ - Nl is of the second type, then N’A-’ 3 0 and A-‘Nz b 0. Now 
for the eigenvalue p(Am’Nl) there exists an eigenvector xl 2 0 such that 

N,A-‘x, = p(NIA-‘)x1. (18) 

Hence, from inequality (15) we have that 

p(N,Ap’)Ap’xl < A-‘N2Am’xl 

Now for y, = A-‘x’ 3 0 we can write the above inequality as 

,+‘K’)Y, <A-‘NY, 

Then by part (i) of Lemma 1 we have that 

p(Am’Nl) = p(N,A-‘) < p(Am’N2) 

Now using this inequality instead of inequality (1 l), inequality (7) follows in a 
similar way. If A-’ > 0, by a similar argument, we obtain inequality (9). 0 

Remark 5. As an immediate consequence of parts (iii) and (iv) of Lemma 3, if 
we replace inequalities (15) and (16) by Ap’A4’Ap’ <A-‘A4&‘, and 
A-‘MIA-’ < A-‘MzA-‘, r espectively, then Theorem 9 also holds. 

Theorem 4 together with the following result for matrices and regular split- 
tings (which was introduced by Woinicki in 1973 in his dissertation, published 
in [ 1 S]), are the basic comparison results in the theory of regular splittings from 
which the comparison results in the theory of nonnegative splittings have been 
developed. Later, Elsner [6] proved the above theorem, for matrices, for the 
case where one of the splittings is regular and the other is weak nonnegative 
of the first type; Marek and Szyld [lo] extend the result for bounded operators 
and Woinicki [18] proved, for matrices, the same theorem for weak nonnega- 
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tive splittings of different types. In the case where the splittings are weak non- 
negative of the same type he shows that the result does not hold unless the ma- 
trix A and at least one of the matrices MI and A42 are symmetric. 

Theorem 7. Let A be a nonsingular operator in a Banach space with A-’ > 0 and 
let A = M’ - N’ = M2 - N2 be two weak nonnegative splittings of different type. 
For i = 1.2, assume that Mi-‘Ni and A-‘N, have the property “d” Mlhen 
A = Mi - Ni is of thejrst type; however, assume that N&fP’ and NiA-’ have the 
property “d” when A = Mi - Ni is of' the second type. !f 

M,’ 3 M;’ _ 1 (19) 

then inequality (7) holds. 
Moreover, if A-' > 0 and 

M,-’ > M;’ PO) 

then inequality (9) holds. 

Proof. Suppose that A = M’ -N’ is of the first type, and that we state 
inequality (19) as 

M,‘AA-’ 3 A-‘AM,-‘. (21) 

Then, by part (iii) of Theorem 3 and Remark 3, 

O<A-‘Ml and O<MlA-‘. 

Multiplying both sides of inequality (19) on the left by A-‘M’, and on the right 
by M&‘, we obtain that 

A-‘IV&A- 3 A-‘Ml A-‘. (22) 

Now, by Remark 5 inequality (7) follows. 
If A = Ml - N2 is of the second type, using inequality (21) as 

A-‘AM,’ 3 M,-‘AA-‘, (23) 

using part (iii) of Remark 3 (really using part (iii) of Theorem 3 together with 
the changes proposed in Remark 3) instead of Theorem 3 to obtain 

O<MIAP’ and 0<Am’M2. 

and multiplying both sides of inequality (23) on the left by AP’M2 and on the 
right by MIA-‘, we obtain inequality (22), and again, by Remark 5 inequality 
(7) follows. 

If A-’ > 0, following the same argument as above, we obtain 

A-‘M2A-’ > A-‘MIA-‘. 

Then, by Remark 5 inequality (9) follows. 0 
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One of the aims of generalizing the comparison results for regular splittings, 
is to extend the class of matrices and iterative methods based on the iterative 
scheme (2) to which these results can be applied. Csordas and Varga [5] gener- 
alized Theorems 4 and 7 in this way, contributing with new results for regular 
splittings under weaker conditions. Miller and Neumann [ 1 l] prove a theorem 
which generalizes some of the results of Csordas and Varga [5] and those of 
Beauwens [2] for weak splittings of the first type, and Song [15,16] introduces 
a series of results also for weak splittings of the first type, which generalize all 
the results of the above-mentioned authors. From a theoretical point of view, it 
is clear that by weakening the conditions, a greater class of iterative methods to 
which these results are applied is obtained. However, from a practical point of 
view, they are less useful because they are very difficult to check. Woinicki [ 181 
attempts to introduce a new type of conditions (using the transpose matrix into 
one of the matrices of ones of the splittings), which, without being weaker than 
those already known, are useful from a practical point of view, and at the same 
time, allow us to obtain a larger class of iterative methods. 

In this sense, we establish the following results for bounded operators in a 
Hilbert space using in this case the adjoint operator into one of the operators 
of ones of the splittings. 

Theorem 8. Let A he a nonsingular operator in a Hilbert space with A-’ 3 0 and 
A’ = A. Let A = Ml - NI = M? - N2 be two weak nonnegative splittings of the 
same or difSerent type. For i = 1,2, assume that Mi-‘Ni and A-‘Ni have the 
property “d” when A = Mi - Ni is of theJirst type; however, assume that NiMi-’ 
and NiA-’ have the property “d” when A = Mi - Ni is of the second type. If 

NI < N; 

then inequality (7) holds. 
Moreover, if A-' > 0 and 

NI <N;, 

then inequality (9) holds. 

(24) 

(25) 

Proof. As in Theorem 5, both splittings are convergent by Theorem 3 and 
Remark 3. 

Suppose that A = M, - N, is of the first type. Since A-’ 3 0, from inequality 
(24) and part (vii) of Theorem 3, we have that 

0 <A-IN, <A-IN; = (N?A-’ )‘> (26) 

because A’ = A. Moreover, for the eigenvalue p(A-‘N,) there exist an eigenvec- 
tor x’, z 0 such that (A-‘N])‘x; = p(A-‘N,)x’,. Then from inequality (26) we 
have that 
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(K’N$x’I - p(A-‘N,)x’, > 0. 

Then by part (i) of Lemma 1 we have that 

P(A_‘N’) < P(A-‘Nz). 

If A = M2 - N2 is of the second type, taking into account that 
p(A-‘N2) = p(N2A-‘) d an using Remark 3 by similar argument inequality (7) 
holds. 

If A = Ml - N, is of the second type, then from inequality (24) and Remark 
3 we obtain that 

0~ N,A-I GN;A-I = (A-'NJ. 

Now by similar argument inequality (7) holds. 
If A-’ > 0, by a similar argument, we obtain inequality (9). 0 

As an immediate consequence of Remark 4 (really, parts (i) and (ii) of Lem- 
ma 3 together with the changes proposed in Remark 4) Theorem 8 also holds if 
we replace inequalities (24) and (25) by M’ < Mi and M’ < Ml, respectively. 

Theorem 8 was established by Woinicki ([18], Theorem 3.13) for weak non- 
negative splittings of matrices of different types, without the hypothesis A’ = A; 
that is, A symmetric, but this hypothesis is necessary as we can see in the fol- 
lowing example. 

Example 3. Let 

2 -I 0 
A= -; 2’ -; 

[- 1 3 2 

It follows then that A-’ 2 0. Consider the splittings A = Ml - Nl = Mz - Nz, 
where 

Nl= [i i i] and N2= [y 8 !I. 

Clearly Nl < NT. Both splittings are regular, and, therefore, weak nonnegative 
of the same type. Nevertheless 

p(~,-‘N,) = ; > $ = p(“,-‘N2)’ 

The comparison condition (27) with N2 instead of Ni was established by Csor- 
das and Varga [5] for regular splittings for matrices and later Woinicky [18] 
proved that it still holds for weak nonnegative splittings of different types also 
for matrices, but without the assumption A = A’. Here we present the following 
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result for weak nonnegative splittings of the same type for operators in a Hil- 
bert space. 

Theorem 9. Let A be a nonsingular operator in a Hilbert space with A-’ > 0 and 
A’ = A. Let A = M’ - N’ = IV? - Nz be two ‘veak nonnegative splittings of the 
same type. For i = 1,2, assume that Mi-‘Ni and A-‘Ni have the property “d” 
when A = Mi - Ni is of theJir.st type; however, assume that NiM;-’ and N,A-’ 
have the property “d” “hen A = Mi - Ni is of’ the second type. Ij 

A-‘N,A-’ < A-‘N;A-‘. (27) 

then inequality (7) holds. 
Moreover, fA_’ > 0 and 

A-‘N,A-’ < A-‘N;A-‘. (28) 

then inequality (9) holds. 

Proof. The proof follows in a similar way to the proof of Theorem 6 taking into 
account that NiA-’ = (A-‘Nz)’ because A = A’. 0 

Remark 6. As an immediate consequence of Remark 4 (really, parts (iii) and 
(iv) of Lemma 3 together with the changes suggested in Remark 4) if we 
replace inequalities (27) and 
A-‘M’A-’ < A-‘A&A-‘, r 

(28) by A-‘M’A-’ < A-‘IV&A-‘, and 
espectively, then Theorem 9 also holds. 

Theorem 10. Let A be a nonsingular operator in a Hilbert space ‘vith A-’ > 0 and 
A’ = A. Let A = M’ - N’ = M2 - N2 be two weak nonnegative splittings of the 
same type. For i = 1,2, assume that Mi-‘Ni and A-IN, have the property “d” 
when A = A4i - Nt is of the jirst type; however, assume that NiM;-’ and NiA-’ 
have the property “d” when A = Mi - Ni is of the second type. Ij 

M,-’ 3 @f;‘)‘, (29) 

then inequality (7) holds. 
Moreover, if A-' > 0 and 

M,’ > (A4;‘)’ (30) 

then inequality (9) holds. 

Proof. Suppose that both splittings are of the first type, and that we state 
inequality (29) as 

M,‘AA-’ 3 A-‘A@@)‘. (31) 

Then, by part (iii) of Theorem 3, 
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0 < Am’M’ and 0 < (A-‘M2)’ = @A-’ 

because A’ = A. Multiplying both sides of inequality (31) on the left by A-‘M,, 
and on the right by MiA-‘, we obtain that 

A-‘@A-’ 3 A-'MIA-' (32) 

Now, by Remark 6 inequality (7) follows. 
If both splittings are of the second type, using inequality (29) as 

Am’AM,’ 3 (M;‘)‘AA-‘, (33) 

using Remark 3 (really, part (iii) of Theorem 3 together with the changes pro- 
posed in Remark 3) instead of Theorem 3 to obtain 

0 < MIA-’ and 0 < (&A-‘)’ = A-‘IV;, 

and multiplying both sides of inequality (33) on the left by A-‘A4; and on the 
right by M’A-‘, we obtain inequality (32) and again, by Remark 6 inequality 
(7) follows. 

If A-’ > 0, following the same argument as above, we obtain 

Ap’A4;A-’ > Am’MIA-‘. 

Then, by Remark 6 inequality (9) follows. 0 

The above theorem was also established by Woinicki ([18], Theorem 3.14) 
for matrices without the hypothesis A’ = A, that is, A symmetric, but this hy- 
pothesis is necessary as we can see in the following example. 

Example 4. Let 

2 -1 
A= 

[ 1 -4 2 

It follows then that A-’ 2 0. Consider the splittings A = M’ -N’ = A42 - N2, 
where 

Both splittings are regular, and, therefore, weak nonnegative of the same type. 
Furthermore, 

M,‘= [; ;] > [f g] +Q)T. 

Nevertheless 
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PM,‘Ni) 
740 280 

= ~ > - % p(M;‘Nz). 
3587 2097 

Examples 3 and 4 not only show that Theorems 3.13 and 3.14 of Woinicki [18] 
are false for weak nonnegative splittings of the same type, but also for regular 
splittings. Furthermore, as a consequence of these examples, Corollaries 3.3 
and 3.4 and Theorem 3.15 of Woinicki [18] are also false in general. 

If, instead of considering weak nonnegative splittings of the same type, we 
consider weak nonnegative splittings of different types, Theorems 9 and 10 
no longer hold as we show in the following example. 

Example 5. Let 

1 -1 
A= 

[ 1 -1 2 

It follows then that A-’ > 0. Consider the splittings A = MI - N, = Ml -Ah, 
where 

It follows then that A = MI - NI is a weak nonnegative splitting of the first (but 
not of the second) type, and A = M2 - N2 is a weak nonnegative splitting of the 
second (but not of the first) type. Now, it is easy to check that inequalities (27) 
and (28) (29) and (30) hold, and inequalities (7) and (9) do not hold. 

The results which we have seen up to now would form part of what 
Woinicki [18] calls natural conditions; that is, conditions which are easy or im- 
mediate to check, provided that we compare matrices which we either know or 
could easily know. It is, therefore, evident that introducing the transposed ma- 
trices into the conditions of comparison, even though the results seen up to 
now are not valid for nonsymmetric matrices (as proposed erroneously by 
Woinicki), it allows us to apply these results to a greater number of iterative 
methods based on the iterative scheme (2). However, the application that 
Woinicki [18,19] proposes for the above theorems related to choosing a more 
efficient splitting of A in the Gauss-Seidel method when A is a nonsymmetric 
matrix, is no longer of interest since those theorems are not true for nonsym- 
metric matrices as we have showed in Examples 3 and 4. 

3.2. Weak splittings 

If we replace “weak nonnegative splitting” by “weak splitting” in Sec- 
tion 3.1 we can ensure that p(M;‘Ni) < p(M,-‘Nz), but we cannot ensure that 
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both splittings are convergent. This is due to the fact that if the splittings are 
weak nonnegative, the condition “A-’ > 0” guarantees convergence (see The- 
orem 3 and Remark 3). However, in the case where the splittings are weak, this 
condition does not guarantee convergence as we show in the following example 
(see also Theorem 2 and Remark 1). 

Example 6. Consider the monotone matrix A of Example 3, and let 

For the splitting A = A4 - N we have that NM-’ = diag(3,2,3) 3 0. So, the 
splitting is weak of the second type and it is clearly not convergent. 

If we consider weak splittings substituting “A-’ > 0” for “convergent split- 
tings”, then we cannot establish any relation between the spectral radii of the 
iteration operators as we can see in the following example. 

Example 7. Consider the matrix 

[ 
1 -2 

A= 3 -4 1 
Let A = MI - Nr = M2 - Nl = Mj - Nj be three splittings, where 

NI= [i’ _:I> Nz= [; I;]: and N3 = [; u’]. 
All the splittings are weak of the first type, Nr <N?, N1 6 NI. and 

Observe that all the splittings are convergent. 

Therefore, for the results of the previous subsection to be true for weak split- 
tings, it is necessary to add the condition that the splittings are convergent. In 
Woinicki [18] the theorems for weak nonnegative splittings for matrices also 
appear for weak splittings (Theorems 6.8-6.10 as well as Corollary 6.2 of 
[18]). However, Examples 3 and 4 show once again that these results are not 
true in general. 

Let us now propose the following comparison conditions for weak (of the 
same or different types) and convergent splittings for the operator A in a 
Banach space. We can consider these comparison conditions as being within 
the group of the so-called natural conditions. 
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Theorem 11. Let A be a nonsingular operator in a Banach space and let 
A = M’ - N’ = M2 - N2 be two weak splittings of the same or dtrerent types. 
For i = 1.2, assume that M,r’Ni and A-‘Ni have the property “d” when 
A = Mi - Ni is of the$rst type; however, assume that NiMi-’ and NiA-’ have the 
property “d” when A = ML - Ni is of the second type. Also assume that both 
splittings are convergent. If in uddition some of the jollowing conditions hold 

(i) O<A-‘N’ < A-‘Nl, 
(ii) 0 < N’A-’ < A-‘NI, 
(iii) 0 < N’A-’ < N+‘, 
(iv) 0 6 A-‘N’ < N&‘, 

then inequality (9) holds. 

Proof. Using that A-IN2 (respectively, N2A-‘) is irreducible, there exists x > 0 
such that AP’N2x = p(A-‘N2)x (respectively, N2A-‘x = p(N&‘)x), then by 
part (ii) of Lemma 1 we have that 

p(N,A-‘) = p(A-‘N,) < p(A-‘N2) = p(N&). 

Now, by part (vii) of Theorem 2 and/or Remark 1 (really, parts (vii) of 
Theorem 2 together with the changes suggested in Remark 1) inequality (9) 
follows. 0 

If in the above theorem we replace “Banach space” by “Hilbert space”, 
A-‘N2 by (A-‘Nl)’ and N&’ by (N2A-‘)’ then, we obtain, in a similar way, 
the following result. 

Theorem 12. Let A be a nonsingulur operator in u Hilbert space and let 
A = M’ - N’ = M2 - N2 be two weuk splittings of the same or different type. For 
i = 1,2, assume that M,T’Ni and A-‘Ni have the property “d” when A = Mi - Ni 
is of the$rst type; however, assume that NiM,:’ and NiA-’ have the property “d” 
when A = Mi - Ni is of the second type. Also assume that both splittings are 
convergent. If in addition some of the following conditions hold 

(i) O<A-‘N’ < (A-IN*)‘, 
(ii) O<N’A-’ < (A-‘N2)‘, 
(iii) 0 < N’A-’ < (N&l)‘, 
(iv) 0 GA-IN’ < (N&l)‘, 

then inequality (9) holds. 

It is easy to prove that each one of the conditions (i)-(iv) of Theorems 11 
and 12 with N,, i = 1,2, is equivalent to the one analogous with Mi. 

Remark 7. If in parts (i))(iv) of Theorems 11 and 12 we replace “c” by “ < “, 
then inequality (7) holds. These results were established by Woinicki ([18], 
Theorems 6.2 and 6.11) for matrices with the additional hypothesis A-’ 3 0, 
but this hypothesis is not necessary. 
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4. Relations between the comparison conditions 

In Section 3, we have seen conditions which, given two splittings of the same 
operator, would allow us to know which one converges faster. In this section 
we present some theorems in which some relations (ordered from the most re- 
strictive to the weakest) between the different hypotheses in the comparison 
theorems of Section 3 are established. In this way, when we are interested in 
comparing the spectral radii of two splittings of the same operator, we will start 
from the most restrictive (usually the simplest) to the weakest (usually the most 
difficult), until one of them allows us to give an appropriate answer. 

Csordas and Varga ([5], Proposition 1) propose some relations between 
comparison conditions for regular splittings of matrices. Woinicki ([18], Lem- 
ma 5.1) also presents some relations for nonnegative splittings of matrices, but 
does not always take into account whether the weakest condition allows us to 
establish the comparison result under the hypotheses for which they are estab- 
lished or not. This is, after the convergence of the splitting, our objective. 

Theorem 13. Let A be a nonsingular operator in a Banach space with A-’ 2 0 and 
let A = M’ - N’ = M2 - N2 be two weak nonnegative splittings of d#erent type. 
For i = 1,2, assume that Mr’Ni and A-‘Ni have the property “d” when 
A = Mi - Ni is of thejirst type; however, assume that NiM!:’ and NiA-’ have the 
property “d” when A = Mi - Ni is of’ the second type. 

(i) If’ N’ < Nz. then M;’ 3 MT’. 
(ii) VM;’ >M;’ , then A-‘N’A-’ < Am’N2Am’. 
(iii) If A-‘NIA-’ < A-‘N&‘, then inequality (7) holds. 

Proof. (i) From part (i) of Lemma 3, M’ < M2. Now, multiplying both sides on 
the left by MC’ 2 0, and on the right by MT’ 3 0, it follows that MC’ 3 MT’. 

(ii) If A = Ml - Nl is of the first type and hence A = M2 - N2 is of the second 
type, by Theorem 3 and Remark 3, we have A-IN, 3 0 and N2A-’ 3 0 respec- 
tively. 

NOW, from M, = A + Nit i = 1,2, we have that 

(I + A-‘NJ’A-’ = (A + N,)-‘AA-’ 

3 A-‘A(A + Nz)-’ = A-‘(I + N2A-‘)P’. 

and multiplying both sides on the left by I + A-IN’ 3 0, and on the right by 
I + NzA-’ 3 0, it follows that A-‘N&’ 3 A-‘N’A-‘. 

(iii) See Theorem 6. 0 

Observe that part (i) of Theorem 13 also holds for weak nonnegative 
splittings of the same type. This is not true for parts (ii) and (iii) as we can 
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see in Example 8. Example 8 also shows that the converses of Theorem 13 are 
not true. 

Theorem 14. Let A be a nonsingular operator in a Banach space with A-’ 2 0 and 
let A = M’ - N’ = M2 - Nz be two weak nonnegative splittings ofdiflerent type. 
For i = 1,2, assume that Mj-‘N, and A-‘N; have the property “d” when 
A = M; - Ni is of thefirst type; however, assume that N;Mi-’ and N,A-’ have the 
property “d” when A = ML - Ni is of the second type. 

(i) If N’ < N2 and A = M’ - N’ is of theJirst (respectively, second) type, then 
O<A-‘N, <AP’N2 ( respectively, 0 < N’A-’ < NzA-‘). 

(ii) If 0 <A-IN’ < A-‘Nz or 0 < N’A-’ 6 NzA-‘, then A-‘N’A-’ 6 A-‘N&l. 
(iii) If A-‘N’A-’ < A-‘N&l, then inequality (7) holds. 

Proof. Part (i) follows by Theorem 3 (Remark 3) part (ii) is trivial, and part 
(iii) is part (iii) of Theorem 13. 0 

Observe that part (i) of Theorem 14 is valid regardless of the type of the 
splitting A = M2 - N2. Furthermore part (ii) is also valid regardless of the type 
of the splittings. 

Example 8 shows that the converses of Theorem 14 are not true. It also 
shows that under the hypotheses of Theorems 13 and 14, no relation exists be- 
tween the inequalities M;’ 3 M;’ and 0 <A-IN’ < A-IN2 (respectively, 
0 < N,A-’ < NzA-‘) w h en A = M, - N, is a weak nonnegative splitting of the 
first (respectively, second) type. 

Theorem 15. Let A be a nonsingular operator in a Banach space with A-’ >, 0 and 
let A = M’ - N’ = M2 - N2 be two weak nonnegative splittings of the same or 
diflerent type. For i = 1,2, assume that M,:‘N, and A-‘Ni have the property “d” 
when A = Mi - Ni is of the jirst type; however, assume that NiMi-’ and NiA-’ 
have the property “d” when A = Mi - Ni is of the second type. 

(a) Assume that A = M’ - N’ is of the3rst type. 
(i) If N’ < N2, then A-IN’ < A-‘N2. 
(ii) rf’A_‘N’ < AP’N2, then inequality (7) holds. 

(b) Assume that A = M’ - N’ is of the second type. 
(i) If N’ 6 N2, then N’A-’ < NzA-‘. 
(ii) If N’A-’ < N2A-’ , then inequality (7) holds. 

Proof. Parts (a)(i) and (b)(i) are trivial. Parts (a)(ii) and (b)(ii) follow from 
Remark 7 (really from parts (i) and (iii), respectively, of Theorem 11 together 
with the changes proposed in Remark 7). 0 

Observe that parts (a)(i) and (b)(i) of Theorem 15 are valid regardless of the 
type of the splittings. This is not true for parts (a)(ii) and (b)(ii) as we can see in 
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Example 8. Example 8 also shows that the converses of Theorem 15 are not 
true. 

Example 8. For the monotone matrix 

1 -2 

A= [ 0 2 

1 

-1 0 -2 1 2 

consider the splittings A = Pi - Qi, i = 1,2, . . . , 15, where 

P,= [R ; ;I], Ps= [jl -f 31; p9= [‘$ -f -y, 

PI0 = [I, i i3]. PI’= [i 1 i]. p,2= [i 2 i2]. 

PI3 = p3 7 ;2]. P,4= [i i g, P,s= [jl 1 33. 

For i = 1,2,3,4,6,9,11,13, the splittings are weak nonnegative of the first 
type. For i = 5,10,12! 14,15, the splittings are weak nonnegative of the second 
type. For i = 7, the splittings is nonnegative, and for i = 8 the splittings is reg- 
ular. 

Let M’ = PI and I& = PI it follows that MT’ 2 M;‘, but 
A-‘N,A-’ $A-‘N2A-‘. Now for M’ = P3 and Mz = P4 we have that 
A-‘N,A-’ ,< A-‘N&’ but p(M;‘N’) $p(M;‘Nz). Hence, parts (ii) and (iii) of 
Theorem 13 are not true for weak nonnegative splittings of the same type. 

Let A4’ = Ps and M2 = P6, it follows then that M;’ b M;‘, but N’ 6 N2. Now, 
for M’ = Ps and A42 = 4, we have that A-‘N’A-’ 6 A-‘N&‘, but M;’ $MF’. 
Finally, for Ml = Ps and M2 = Ps, we have that p(M;‘N’) < p(M;‘Nz), but 
A-‘N’A-’ $A-‘N2A-‘. Hence the converses of Theorem 13 are not true. 
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LetM’ =P”andMz=P’zthenwehavethatO~A~‘N’~A~’N?butN’~NN?. 
Next, if we take M’ = P, and Mz = Pb, then A-‘N’A-’ < Ap’N&‘, but 
A-‘N’ $Ap’N2 and N’A-’ $NzA-‘. Hence, the converses of parts (i) and 
(ii) of Theorem 14 are not true. Part (iii) of Theorem 14 is part (iii) of Theorem 
13. 

Let M’ = PJ and M2 = Ps, it follows then that M;’ B MT’ but 
A-IN, fiA-‘Nz. For Ml = Ps and Ml = P6, we have that M;’ 3 MT’ but 
N’A-’ $N2Ap’. Now, for Ml = PII and MZ = PI>, it follows that 
0 <A-IN, < Am’N2, but My’ *MT’. Finally for Ml = PI5 and MI = P8, we have 
that 0 < N,A-’ <N-&‘, but M;'-*M.y ‘. Hence, there is no relation between the 
inequalities M;’ 3 M;' , and 0 < A-IN, < A-‘Nz (respectively, 0 < NIAp’ < 
N&‘) when A = Ml - N’ is a weak nonnegative splitting of the first (respec- 
tively, second) type under the hypotheses of Theorems 13 and 14. 

Let Ml = P6 and Mz = P9 then we have that A-IN, 6 A-‘N2 but N’ $Nz. 
Next, for Ml = P8 and M2 = PI0 we have that p(M;‘N’) 6 ~(Mc’Nz) but 
A-IN, $A-‘N>. H ence, the converses of part (a) of Theorem 1.5 are not true. 

Now, for M’ = PI0 and Mz = Ps we have that N,A-’ 6 N&’ but N’ $N2. Fi- 
nally, for M’ = PI0 and M2 = P, we have that p(M;‘N’) < p(M;‘N$ but 
N,A-’ $N2A-‘. H ence, the converses of part (b) of Theorem 15 are not true. 

Let Ml = PI0 and Mz = P14, then we have that A-IN, <A-IN? but 
p(M;‘N,) $p(M,-‘iVz). So part (a)(ii) of Theorem 15 is not true if the splitting 
A = Ml - Nl is weak nonnegative of the second type. 

Finally, let Ml = PI and M2 = P13, it follows then that N’A-’ < N?A-’ but 
p(M;‘N’) $p(M,-‘N2). So, part (b)(ii) of Theorem 15 is not true if the splitting 
A = Ml - N’ is weak nonnegative of the first type. 

Remark 8. Parts (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 13, and Theorems 14 and 15 also hold 
if we replace “weak nonnegative” by “weak and convergent”. This is not true 
for part (i) of Theorem 13 (see Marek and Szyld [lo, Example 4.11). 

If, in the inequalities of Theorems 13-15 we replace “Banach space” by 
“Hilbert space”, M2 by Ml, NZ by Nl, “different types” by “name types”, 
and assume, in addition, that A = A’, then we obtain, in a similar way, Theo- 
rems 16-18, respectively. 

Theorem 16. Let A be a nonsingular operator in a Hilbert space ‘vith A-’ 3 0 and 
A = A’. Let A = M’ - N’ = Mz - Nz be t”lo “leak nonnegative splittings oj’ the 
same type. For i = 1,2, assume that M!:‘N; and A-IN, have the property “d” 
‘vhen A = Mi - N; is of the first type; ho’vever, assume that NM-’ and N,A-’ 
have the property “d” ‘vhen A = Mi - N, is of the second type. 

(i) If N’ 6 N;, then MI’ 2 (MT’)‘. 
(ii) If M;’ 3 (M2-I)‘, then A-‘N’A-’ < A-‘NiAm’. 
(iii) Zf A-‘NIAm’ < A-‘N;A-‘, then inequality (7) holds. 
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Observe that part (i) of Theorem 16 also holds for weak nonnegative split- 
tings of different types. This is not true for parts (ii) and (iii), as we can see in 
Example 9. Furthermore, the converses of Theorem 16 are not true as we can 
see in Example 10. 

Theorem 17. Let A he u nonsingular operator in u Hilhert spacr ‘!Yth A-’ 3 0 uncl 
A’ = A. Lrt A = Ml - N’ = MI - Nz he tlro Itwrk nonnegatire splittings qf’ the 
sume tl’pr. For i = 1.2, ussume thut Mie’Ni untl A- ‘N, huvc thr property’ “d” 
,iVwn A = M; - N, is of’ the jirst type; howrvr~, ms~n~t~ thrrt N,Mip' uncl NiA-’ 
hove the propert]’ “d” I~~~PH A = n/r - Ni is of’ the second tjpt’. 

(i) Jf’N, < N2 und A = M’ - N’ is qf'the first (respectiwly, .second) type’, then 
0 < A-‘N’ < A-‘Ni (respectively, 0 < N’A-’ < NJA-‘). 

(ii) IJ’O<A-‘N’ <A-‘N: or O<N’A-’ <N:A-‘, then A-‘N1.3 ’ &..4-‘N:A-‘. 
(iii) If A-‘N’A-’ < A-‘N:A-‘, then ineyuul~?~3 (7) hold,~. 

Observe that part (i) of Theorem 17 is valid regardless of the type of the 
splitting A = MJ - N2. Furthermore, part (ii) is valid regardless of the type of 
the splittings. 

Example 10 shows that the converses of Theorem 17 are not true. Example 
10 also shows that under the hypotheses of Theorems 16 and 17, no relation 
exists between the inequalities M;’ 3 (M,-‘)’ and O<A-‘N, <A-IN: (respec- 
tively, 0 < N,A-’ < NIA-‘) when A = MI : N’ is a weak nonnegative splitting 
of the first (respectively, second) type. 

Theorem 18. Let A he u nonsingulur operator in u Hilhwt .spuw I\.ith A ’ 3 0 and 
A = A’. Let A = MI - N’ = M2 - N2 he t’w ,twk nonnegutiw splittings of’ the 
sunw or d@wnt type, For i = 1 1 2, uxsume that M,,' Ni antI A-’ N, 11ul.c~ the 
property “d” ,ihrn A = Mi - N, is qf’thejrst type: ho~~~crcr. CI.Y.S~U~~C tllut N,M, -’ 
und N&’ have the property “d” Ilhen A = ML - NT is of the .~r~~oncl type’. 

(u) Assume thut A = M’ - N’ is qf’thejirst tJ’p,e. 
(i) IJ’N, <N.j, then A-‘N’ <A--‘Ni. 
(ii) /J’A-‘N’ 6 A-‘Ni, then ineyuulity (7) holds. 

(h) Assume that A = M’ - N’ is of the second tJ’pr. 
(i) IfN’ < Ni, then N1A-l < N:A-‘. 
(ii) Jf N’A-’ < NiA-‘, then in&dity (7) holds. 

Observe that parts (a)(i) and (b)(i) are valid regardless of the type of the 
splittings. This is not true for parts (a)(ii) and (b)(ii), as we can see in Example 
9 below. Furthermore, the converses of Theorem 18 are not true as we can see 
in Example 10. 

Example 9. Consider the symmetric and monotone matrix A of Example 5, and 
consider the splittings A = Pj - Q,, i = 1.2,. .7, where 
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P, = pi $1, P2= [4 -$]. P3= [jl $1: 

P4= [I1 ;I. Ps= [j{ -$q, &= ['; ;'I, 

For i = 1,4,5,6 the splittings are weak nonnegative of the first type. For 
i = 2,3,7 the splittings are weak nonnegative of the second type. 

Let MI = P3 and M2 = P4, it follows then that M;’ > (MF’)~, but 
Am’N,A-’ $A-‘N;A-‘. Now, for MI = PI and M2 = P2, we have that 
A-‘N&l <A-‘N:Ap’, but p(M;‘NI)$p(M;‘NZ). Hence, parts (i) and (ii) of 
Theorem 16 are not true for weak nonnegative splittings of different types. 

A-IN, < A-‘NT, but Let MI = P3 and M2 = Ps, then we have that 
p(M;‘N,) $p(M,-‘Nz). So, part (a)(ii) of Theorem 
A = MI - N, is weak nonnegative of the second type. 

Let M, = P6 and Mz = P7, then we have that 
p(M;‘NI)$p(M;‘N2). So, part (b)(ii) of Theorem 
A = MI - NI is weak nonnegative of the first type. 

18 is not lrue if 

N,A-’ < N;A-‘, but 
18 is not true if 

Example 10. For the symmetric and monotone matrix 

consider the splittings A = pl - Qj, i = 1,2, . . . ,12, where 

p,= [3 -{ 91, p>= [If j2 81; qi= [‘: ; ;I. 

P4= [a jf 81, p5= [;I % 81, pG= [il H 81, 

P7= [+ -’ H], p8= [$ jl ;I, p9= [fl ; H-j% 
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For i = 1,7,9,11 the splittings are nonnegative. For i = 2,8,10 the splitting 
are weak nonnegative of the first type. For i = 3,5,6,12 the splittings are reg- 
ular. For i = 4 the splitting is weak nonnegative of the second type. 

For M’ = Pz and MI = P’ we have that M;’ 3 (MF’)~ but N’ $Nz. Next, for 
M’ = P3 and M2 = P’ we have that A-‘N’A-’ <A-‘NTA-’ but M;’ $(MF’)~. 
Finally, for Ml = P3 and M2 = P4 we have that p(M;‘N’) < p(M;‘Nz) but 
A-‘N’A-’ gAp’N;A-‘. H ence, the converses of Theorem 16 are not true. 

Let Ml = Px and MI = Ps, then we have that 06 A-IN’ < A-‘Nl, but 
NI $N:. Let Ml = P, and Ml = PI, then A-‘N,A-’ < A-‘N:A-‘, but 
Ap’Nl $A-‘Nz, and NIA-’ $NlA-‘. Hence, the converses of parts (i) and (ii) 
of Theorem 17 do not hold. Part (iii) of Theorem 17 is part (iii) of Theorem 16. 

Let Ml = P6 and M2 = Plo, it follows then that M;’ 3 (MF’)~ but 
A-IN, $A-‘NJ. F or Ml = P4 and MZ = P,r, we have that M;’ 3 (MF’)~ but 
NIAm’ $NzA-‘. Now, for Ml = P3 and MS = Ps, it follows that 
O<A-‘N, <A~‘N~,butM;‘>(M;‘)T.FinallyforMl = P,andMZ = Pll,wehave 
that 0 < N,A-’ 6 NTA-‘, but MT’ g (MT’)*. Hence, there is no relation between 
the inequalities M;’ 3 (MF’)~, and 0 < A-IN' <A-‘NT (respectively, 
0 < NIA-’ < N$A-‘) w h en A = Ml - N’ is a weak nonnegative splitting of the 
first (respectively, second) type under the hypotheses of Theorems 16 and 17. 

For Ml = P3 and M2 = Ps we have that A-‘Nl 6 A-IN: but N’ $N:. Now, 
for Ml = P6 and Mz = P2 we have that p(M;‘N’) <p(M;‘Nz) but 
A-IN’ $A-‘NT. H ence the converses of part (a) of Theorem 18 are not true. 

Next, for M’ = P4 and M2 = PI we have that N’A-’ < N:A-’ but N’ $Nl. Fi- 
nally, for Ml = P6 and M2 = Ps we have that p(M;‘N’) 6 p(M;‘Nl) but 
N,A-’ $ N;A-‘. H ence the converses of part (b) of Theorem 18 are not true. 

Remark 9. Parts (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 16, and Theorems 17 and 18 also hold 
if we replace “weak nonnegative” by “weak and convergent”. This is not true 
for part (i) of Theorem 16 (see [lo], Example 4.1, with Mz as M$ and N2 as NT). 
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